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1. INTRODUCTION to S. £
(<• O H

The theory of atomic collisions has two ingredients: collision theory S « <
and atomic structure theory. The collision theories differ with respect * e3 «g
to A) the collision dynamics and B) the treatment of the relative motion of s Q
the projectile and target nuclei. With regard to the dynamics multiple £; p}
vacancy production is of fundamental interest because it is a signature for o H
and probe of strong interactions between the projectile and the target « g
electrons. For projectiles of large nuclear charge, Zp, especially for g H
those which are highly stripped so as to have a large ionic charge, q, the £: jj
interaction ber.mes strong enough to give a high probability of multiple
vacancy production and a breakdown of perturbation theory. The familiar
first and second Born approximations and their off-shoots cease to be
adequate. Not even the recent strong-potential Born approximation (see
Taulbjerg 1984) is sufficient, because the weaker of the potentials
generated by the projectile and the target nuclei, respectively, is treated
in first order. One needs a unitary, non-perturbative collision theory.
At present this is generally available for multiple vacancy production only
in the form of the highly numerical coupled channels theory (Becker et al.
1983, 1984b). For special problems analytically tractable models have been
devised. For example, a simple, unitary, "geometrical encounter probabili-
ty" model for the calculation of PL(OJ, the inclusive L-shell vacancy pro-
bability per electron in collisions with impact parameter B=0, has been
introduced by Sulik et al. (1984) and further developed by Sulik and Hock
(1984). Along with earlier coupled-channels calculations (Becker et al.
1984ab) and first Magnus calculations (Becker et al. 1984b), this model is
able to describe the "saturation" of pL(0) with Zp at fixed impact speed,
v, whereas all the first-order theories predict PL tt Z p

2, which eventually
exceeds unity.

With regard to the relative motion, the older literature distinguished
between the "wave" theory and the semi classical (or "impact parameter")
theory depending on whether this motion is treated quantum mechanically or
classically. The former has the advantage that it introduces properly the
momentum and energy transfer from the projectile to the target. The
semi classical theory has difficulty in handling the projectile energy loss
associated with electronic excitation. (When does this transfer occur,
classically?) We shall see by an example below that for electron induced
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vacancy production the energy loss is a very important effect, the se»i-
classical approach fails even to take into account the thresholds for
inelastic reactions. For ion impact, however, the energy loss is negli-
gible at intermediate and high energies. Moreover, the semiclassteal
method has two important advantages. First, it can more easily handle
non-perturbative collision dynamics. Second, it can separate "close" and
"distant" collisions as precisely as one desires. Experimentally, one can
make this distinction by measuring the scattering angle of the projectile,
and close collisions can be selected also by detecting a vacancy in the
K-shell through its decay. Most frequently, measurements of multiple i

vacancy production in close collisions have been made by detecting Ka i
x-ray or Auger satellites (KXLV holes) and hypersatellites (K 2L V). He have
previously reviewed some of the new measurements and calculations in this
field through mid-1983 (Becker et al. 1983, 1984b), especially those com-
paring satellites ar.d hypersatellites for the same collision systems, and
those for rather heavy projectiles. In the last two years, there have
been exciting new measurements of multiple vacancy production in primarily
distant collisions with experimental separation of those reactions
involving, or not involving, electron transfer to the projectile (OuBois
and Toburen 1983S DuBois 1984, Schuch 1984). These coincidence measurements
of the final charges on the projectile and on the slow recoiling target ion
supplement earlier such measurements (Afrosimov et al. 1967, 1969; Horsdal-
Pedersen and Larson 1979). Together they give a rather complete set of
cross sections for up to four vacancies in Ne, Ar, and Kr induced by H+

between 20 and 100 keV and by He+ between 4 and 25 keV/amu. The distri-
butions for the number of (primarily outer-shell) vacancies in coincidence
with charge transfer are distinctly non-binomial in character. They lack
the v=0 component of a binomial distribution.

Aside from the work of our group the atomic structure theory used for
multiple vacancy production has always ignored correlations between the
vacancies. We have termed the conventional model a single-particle model
(SPM) (Becker et al. 1984c) because it uses quantum mechanics only for
single-electron transitions and obtains the cross sections for multiple
vacancy production by combining single-electron probabilities (not complex-
valued quantum mechanical amplitudes). In the SPM the probability distri-
bution is just the binomial distribution: the probability for producing
precisely v vacancies in a shell of n electrons is (writing vacancies as
subscripts and occupancies as superscripts)

Pi"7 (B) = (J) P(B)V [1 - p(B]n-\ (1)

where p(B) is the quantum mechanical probability for producing a single
vacancy at impact parameter B and the binomial coefficient (")) is just the

number of combinations of v electrons chosen from a set of n. Aberg and
Goseinski (1982) have shoun that the binomial distribution is the mast
probable distribution in the sense of Bayesian probability theory in the
absence of constraints on the wave function. Such neglected constraints
might involve the shell structure, form of the interaction, charge and
speed of the projectile, and correlations. In the case of several
subshells making up a major shell, one obtains (Hansteen and Mosebekk 1972)
in low resolution what we have called (Becker et al. 1984b) a "subsfcell
binomial" distribution. •



Our work has involved generalizing from the SPM to the independent
Fermi par t ic le model (IFP.M), which is obtained by working at a l l stages
with an anti symmetrized many-electron wave function (Becker et a l . 1984c
and references therein). I t yields the binomial d ist r ibut ion in the limit
when the interaction is weak, but contains the possibi l i ty of deviations
from the binomial d ist r ibut ion as the interaction increases. In the case
of mult iple L-shell vacancies in coincidence with one or two K-sheli
vacancies we have found these deviations to be rather small, in agreement
with experiment, because of a tendency toward random phases among the
quantal amplitudes (Becker et a l . 1983, 1984b). In the case of multiple
outer-shell vacancies in coincidence with one and two electron transfers t a
the K-shell of the pro jec t i le , we report here for the f i r s t time that the
IFPM gives strongly non-binomial distr ibutions in which for single charge
t ransfer the v=0 component, and for double charge transfer the v=0 and 1
components, are negl igible. For single electron transfer th is result is in
agreement with the experiments mentioned above. I t represents a correla-
t ion between the electron transferred to the project i le and an electron
vacated from the outer she l l . This result is in agreement with our ear l ier
f inding (Becker et a l . 1980; Ford et a l . 1981) that there is a large effect
of Pauli correlations on the cross section for electron transfer to the
pro jec t i le K-shell in coincidence with a vacancy in the target K-shell.
In th is case the SPM probabil i ty is the product of the inclusive probabil-
i t i e s for transfer and for K-vacancy production, whereas the IFPM probabil-
i t y is close to that for a single-electron t ransi t ion (SET) from the
target K- to the pro ject i le K-shell. We emphasize that at a given impact
parameter the SPM can give only a binomial (or subshell binomial) d is t r ibu-
t i o n . Deviations must arise from Pauli correlations (included in the IFPM)
or from dynamical correlat ions.

2. ELECTRON-INDUCED MULTIPLE IONIZATION OF IONS

Although our workshop is concerned with ion-induced reactions, elec-
tron impact is considered here for three reasons which w i l l be discussed
separately. F i r s t , pro ject i le energy-loss effects are usually hidden for
ions, whereas they show up dramatically for electrons. Figure 1 shows
very recent data for the electro-double-ionization of the Ar1+ ion

(Salzborn 1984). 1^ an<J I| °n
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abscissa are the ionization poten-
t i a l s (thresholds) for double H-
shell ionization and for L-she?l
single ionization followed by the
Auger process. The open circles
with error bars give the double
ionization cross section measured
by Salzborn and collaborators. One
sees a shoulder beginning at E=I|_.
The fu l l circles for E > I I were
obtained by subtracting from the
data the analytic semi-empirical
single L-shell ionization cross

Fig. 1. Cross sections for double
ionization of Ar1+. The data and
calculations are described in the



section of Lotz (1968); they represent the M2 ionization cross section
above II- The full squares connected by a dashed line give the M2 cross
section calculated by Becker (1984) with the impact-parameter method. The
near agreement between the dashed curve and the full circles at the highest
energies rapidly disappears as the impact energy is decreased toward
threshold. We attribute this disagreement to the failure of the semi-
classical approach to take into account the energy loss. The dash-dot
curve is the semiclassical inclusive L-shell ionization cross section. It
is a visual fit to the open diamonds for Ar° (Martir et al. 1982}, which ;
are in good agreement with the data for protons at the same speeds, and to
the open triangles for Ar 1 + (Becker 1984). The dash-dot curve is considers
ably higher than the Lotz cross section (by a factor ~2.2 at 600 eV and
~3.4 at 400 eV) and has no cognizance of a threshold for incident electrons
at ~274 eV. By contrast, a simple theory, such as the binary encounter
approximation (BEA), can have built into it the affect of thresholds. The
full curve is one quarter times the BEA c^z and the dotted curve is the
BEA o L > both taken according to Salzborn from Gryzinski (1965).

A second reason to consider electron-induced ionization is that
crossed beam experiments have been done for the target in various stages
of ionization. This has not yet been done (so far as we know) for ion
impact. Fig. 2, which is Fig, 9 of Pindzola et al. (1984), compares the
double ionization of XeQ* with ionic charges q = 1,2,3, and 4. The BEA
double outer-shell ionization cross sections become relatively much smaller
as q increases. The inner-shell ionization followed by Auger decay becomes
correspondingly relatively much larger as q increases. Thirdly, we see in
Fig. 2 that in a relatively simple collision approximation, here the
distorted wave Born approximation, it is possible to introduce a rather
sophisticated treatment of the atomic structure (TDC, see the caption),
whereas up till now this has been prohibitively complicated in the coupled-
channels theory. The latter has been limited to using the SPM and the
IFPM, and these independent particle models suffer from the disadvantage
that they cannot employ the correct removal energies for multiple vacancies
(Becker et al. 1983, 1984b).

OUNC-OWG 63-IS2O4*
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Fig.. 2. Electron-impact double-
ionization cross sections for fl
(q=l ,2,3, and 4). 0 and A, data
of Achenbach et a l . (1983); A data
of Pindzola et a l . (1984). Short-
dashed curves labeled BEA, direct
double outer-shell ionization in
the binary encounter approximation.
The long-dashed curves labeled CA
and the f u l l curves labeled TDC are
theoretical curves obtained by
adding to the BEA double ionization
the contribution of single inner-
shell (4d) ionization followed by
Auger decay. The 4d ionization
was calculated in the distorted
wave Born approximation using wave
functions either configuration-
averaged (CA) or with term
dependent correlations (TDC).
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3. CLOSE COLLISIONS: Ko SATELLITES

3.1 . The accuracy of binomial distributions

Since 1972 there have been many measurements of Ka x-rays and Ka
Auger transitions with sufficient resolution to separate the satel l i te
lines which arise from the presence of one or more L-shell holes in
addition to the K vacancy. The vacancy distributions immediately following
the coll ision can be inferred from the measured x-ray or Auger intensity
distributions i f the fluorescence yields (x-ray branching ratios) are :
known and i f intra-atomic and inter-atomic relaxation (cascade) processes
(see Becker et a l . 1984a and references therein) can be calculated
(Schmiedekamp et a l . 1978). The resulting vacancy distributions have
almost always been nearly binomial. This can be understood in terms of the
SPM by an integration over the impact parameter. Fig. 3 shows, as an
example, plots of three quantities versus B for He2+ + Ne at 0.1 MeV/amu as
given by a coupled-channels calculation (Becker 1984), including electron
transfer to the He K-shell by the one-and-a-half-center (OHCE) method
(Reading et a l . 1981). The quantity of shortest range is the weighting

factor for single K-vacancy produc-
tion 2P I S (B ) • [1 - p lS(B)]B. The
inclusive L-vacancy probability,
PL(B) , is of much greater range.
I t is a good approximation to
replace PL(B) by PL =* P|_(0) when
considering L-shell vacancies in
coincidence with a K-shell vacancy,
and then the SPM yields a binomial
distr ibut ion,
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Fig. 3. Three impact-parameter
dependent quantities for He2+ + Ne
collisions at impact energy E = 0.1
MeV/amu: pj_(B) the mean vacancy pro-
babi l i ty per L-shell electron; and
the weight factors for a single
vacancy in the target K-shell (Is)
and for single occupancy of the
projecti le K-shell fTs").

where P^"v (0) is from Eq. (1) with

Kl
B=0 and a , is the single K-vacancy

K1

cross section in the SPM,

a = 2n/dB-B 2p, (B) [ l -P l s (B) ] .
K1 o i s 1S

(3)
For hypersatellites the weight
factor is [p l s(B)]2B. On the other

hand, the weight factor, 2pls(B)
[1 _ pTs"(B)]3, for transfer_to the
projectile K-shel" (vvhere p ls(B) is
the probability c: occupying a Is
state of the project i le), also
shown in Fig. 3, is of much greater



range. I t peaks at about 15 times the neon K-shell radius, where
PL " P L ( ° ) / 4 « I* i s n o t obvious without calculation that replacement of
PL(B) in Eq., (1) by an average value wil l yield an accurate SPM distribu-
tion for L-shell vacancies in coincidence with electron transfer to the
projectile.. I t turns out, however, that numerical evaluation of the
B-integral does give a nearly binomial distribution.

The most striking experimental deviation of a KXLV distribution from :
binomial of which we know is that for F9+ + Ne at 1.5 and 1.874 MeV/amu !
(V/VL = 6.7 and 7.5) (Kauffman et a l . 1975). Because the collision system ;
is nearly symmetrical we considered (Becker et a l . 1984d) the possibility
that charge transfer to the projectile K-shell, calculated including the
Pauli correlation terms of the IFPM (Becker et a l . 1984c), might account
for the deviation. I t turned out not to be the case. At 1.5 MeV/amu the
ratio of ttie IFPM to the binomial variance, when the binomial has the IFPM
value of PL, was 0.976 without charge transfer and 0.939 with charge
transfer. I t remains to be seen what the effect of electron transfer to
the fluorine L-shell might be.

3.2. The saturation of pi with Zn

The inclusive vacancy probability for an in i t ia l l y occupied state h is
given both in the SPM and in the IFPM (Becker et a l . 1984c) by

unocc ;

Ph(B) - I |aDh(B)|2 (4)
P " :

where ann(B) is the amplitude for a transition from state h to the
initially unoccupied state p. Because in first order we have a(|O(B) « Zp
it follows that to second order

*) - Z/ . (5)
» h=l " P

Measurements of "p~L for He 2 + and H+ impact at the same speed usually con-
firm Eq. (5). However, Eq_. (5) cannot hold for large Zp because it
predicts that eventually PL becomes >1. In actuality p^, a probability,
can only approach 1 for large Zn. The rate of this "saturation" (Becker j
et al. 1984a), or equivalently the rate of decrease of p[_/Zp2, is of j
interest both for applications and as a challenge to theory. It is clear j
that any unitary theory, i.e. one for which !

I | a k n ( B ) |
2 = l , j

k «

will give saturation. We showed for argon last summer that both the first :

Magnus approximation (Becker et al. 1984b) and the coupled channels appro*- (

imation (Becker et al. 1984ab) gave saturation at a rate in fair agreement !
with experiment. The full curves of Fig. 4 represent the coupled-channels . j
results for H+, He2+, C6+, F9+, and Sill*+ between 0.5 and 3 MeV/amu. It .
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Fig. 4. Theoretical scaled
K f f-satellite mean L-shelT vacancy
probability per electron in argon
for bare projectiles with Zp = 1,2,
6» 9, and 14. f u l l curves, coupled-
channsls calculations (Becker
et a l . (1984a); dashed curves,
geometrical encounter probability
model (Sulik et a l . 1984).

is gratifying that now another,
very simple, unitary approximation,
valid for v/vL » 1 , also gives
a similar rate of saturation. This
model is l ike that of the BEA, but
uses the position-space density of
L-shell electrons instead of the
usual momentum density. For this
reason, i t has been called by i t s
inventors (Sulik et al . 1934, Sulik
and Hock 1984) the "geometrical
encounter probability model." The
vacancy probability for B=0 is

PnJL(0) = /dr r* RjA (r ) (6)

which is <1 because the probability, PnJl(r)» t n a t an electron in the
nJUshell at r becomes ionized, is <1. The factor ?ni(r) is easily derived
when the speed of the projectile relative to the target electron is taken
to be the impact speed. Then p(r) is just a relative sol id angle,

r<b.max

where

.max
nA

(7a)

(7b)

is the maximum impact parameter with respect to the electron fo r which the
energy transfer by Rutherford scattering is great enough to e jec t the
electron. (In Eq. (2b) of Sulik et a l . (1984) the inequa l i t i es in our
Eq. (7a) are reversed.) The dashed curves in F ig . 4 (from F i g . 3 of Sulik
et a l . (1984) are results of th is model for argon. The model has the
feature tha t , from Eqs. (6) and (7ab), pnjj.(O) depends on Zp and v only
through Zp/v. This scaling is shown in Fig. 5, which i s F ig . 2 of Sulik
et a l . (1984). A scaling in the inverse variable v/Zp had been found
empirical ly in recent years. The smooth S shape of the theoret ica l curves
for bare project i les in Fig. 5 seems more reasonable than the two straight
l ines in v/Zp which Watson et a l . (1983) used to f i t the data for neon.
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Fig . 5. Mean L-shell and L-subshell
vacancy probabi l i t ies per electron
at B=0, given by the geometrical en-
counter probabil i ty model for an
arb i t rary target , vs. the scaling
variable Zp/v. (Fig. 2 of Sulik
et a l . (1984) in which references to
the data are given.)
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Fig. 6. Mean L-shell vacancy pro-
babi l i ty per electron in neon at
B=0 given by the mean-field Born
approximation in terms of the
elastic form-factor ( f u l l cunre)
and PL from Ka-satel l i te data (open
symbols), versus the scaling
variable ZpC/v. (Fig. 2 of Vegh
1984a, in which references to the
data are given.)

Fig. 6 shows results of another unitary model (Vegh 1984ab) for this
scal ing. In Vegh's modified (mean-field) Born approximation, the "wa*e"-
formalism analog of Eq. (4) is used together with the completeness relation

(8)

where t. is the momentum transfer and l^hhC^)I2 ^s t n e elastic form-factor.
For B=0 Vegh argues that the momentum transfer is Ko = 2Zpe2/vr},, in iihich
rh is the root mean square radius of the shell h. Then we believe Eq. (4)
would lead to

Ph(0) = f (KQ) -
occ

|ahlH(Ko) (9)

where hi ranges over the i n i t i a l l y occupied states
not included by Vegh. In the Born approximation

fh(K) = 1 -
2JU-1

I | exp ( l kM

The sum in Eq. (9) i s

(10)



where k^ » 1 is a reduced mass. In the high energy limit, v/c » 2D«,
« - 1/137, . *

fh(K) - K
2rh

2/3fi2 so p h ( 0 ) - | ( i ! ! )
2 . (11)

The familiar Gaussian approximation to the form factor implies

Ph(0) a 1 - exp[-|(Zpc/137v)
2], (12)'

which gives a close f i t to the f u l l curve of Fig. 6. One sees from Fi§. 6
that Vegh's curve, essentially Eq. (12), gives a good description of the
data for neon up to ZpC/v =* 95, i .e . Zp/v a 0.7 when v is measured in the

atomic un i t , the Bohr speed, occ.

4. VACANCIES IN COINCIDENCE WITH ELECTRON TRANSFER

4 . 1 . Inner-shell vacancies

In a very important pioneering experiment MacDonald et a l . (1974)
measured the cross section for an electron transfer to a pro ject i le proton
in coincidence with a vacancy in the K-shell of an argon target at irapact
energies between 2.5 and 12 MeV. The charge transfer was ensured by
detecting fast neutral H, and the K-hole was ver i f ied by detecting
K x-rays. Ro"dbro et a l . (1979) did a similar experiment with H+, He2+,
and L i 3 + incident on C, Ne, and Ar with E/A = 0.4 to 3 MeV/amu. Emerging
pro ject i les whose ionic charge had been reduced by one unit were detected
in coincidence with Auger electrons from the decay of the K hole.
Suf f ic ient ly high resolution of the Auger spectrum was used to eliminate
sa te l l i t es in which the target had lost more than one electron. I f the
target had Z electrons i n i t i a l l y , we shall denote the measured cross
section by

Here superscripts represent occupancies and subscripts vacancies {Becker
et a l . 1983c); C stands for "charge transfer" states of the p.oject i le,
K the K-shell of the target , and 0, outer shells of the target. Belinring
that more than one charge transfer and more than one vacancy would be
negl ig ib le , we attempted (Becker et a l . 1980, Ford et a l . 1981) to cal-
culate the measured "number-exclusive" (Becker et a l . 1984c) cross section
by approximating i t by the "number-inclusive" cross section â K O n O i r

present notation). This is the cross section for one or more electrot
transfers to the project i le and one or two vacancies in the target K-shell
and everything with respect tc the outer shells of the target. In tbe
IFPM

oCK = 2i. JdB B QCK(B) (13)



where Q ĵ/ is the "hyperinclusive expected value" for the process (Becker
et a l . 1984c). We assumed1 that QCK was 1̂ 2 times that for transfer to the
pro ject i le K-shell (denoted here by K), QKK« The IFPM gives

ORNL-OWG 84-14658
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Fig . 7. Cross section for a K-vacancy
in neon together with a charge trans-
fer to H+, He2+, or L i 3 + . Data,
Rodbn et a l . (1979). Coupled-
channels values of 1.2 a\: Above
0.5 MeV/amu (Ford et a l . 1981), f u l l
curves, SET; dash-dot, IFPM. Below
0.5 l inear interpolations to SPM and
IFPM values at 0.1 (Becker _1984).
Full tr iangles at 0 .1 , 1.2cfK»K

K,K
(Becker 1984).

QK
K - 2{2P1SP1S

The f i r s t term is the_resuljt_of the-
SPM, the product of QK = 2p l s and
QK = 2Pls» occurring as i f the
transfer and the vacancy production
were dynamically independent pro-
cesses. The second term in Eq.
(14) is a Pauli exclusion term
(PET) involving the coherent sum .
over the i n i t i a l l y occupied spin-
orbitals

, (B) - f
>ls h=l

• ( 1 5 )

The PET term dominates and the IFPM
resul t , Eq. (14) is close to that
for a single-electron transit ion
(SET) from the target K-shell to
the project i le K-shell, 2|a | 2 .

Coupled-channels SET and IFPM*

values of o ^ above 0.5 MeV/amo fo r
H+, He2+, and L i 3 + on neon (Ford
et a l . 1981), supplemented by a new
calculation at 0.1 MeV/amu (Becker
1984) are shown in Fig. 7. We also
show in Fig. 7 at 0.1 MeV/amu the
value of the more nearly number-
exclusive cross section calculated
from Eq. (12) with QCK replaced
by 1.2 Q*i>K . From the formalism

T,K
of Becker et a l . (1984c) one can
show that

K,K K
(16)

where each term on the r ight-hand side is number-exclusive wi th respect t o
the "K and K s h e l l s , but is s t iJJ inc lus ive with respect to the outer she l l s

o f the t a r g e t . For example,
K ,K

corresponds to precisely one occupancy



i n the pro ject i le K-shell(K) and precisely one hole in the target K-shell,
One sees 4n Fig. 7 that the difference between QKK and QJS K grows in

importance with Zp. Data for lower speeds and larger Zp are needed in
order to test the IFPM-coupled-channels theory for such a
"single-occupancy-single vacancy" cross section.

4.2. Outer-shell vacancies ;

Coincidence measurements of the f inal ionic charges of both the pro-
j e c t i l e and the target provide a clean separation between reactions
involving , or not involving, charge transfer.

Figure 8 shows such cross sections for H+ + Ne. The data from the
authors cited in the introduction, and the curves through them, are taken
from DuBois (1984). The cross sections include events at a l l scattering
angles and, at these impact energies, are dominated by outer (L-) shell
processes. In the notation of DuBois and Toburen each cross section is
labeled by two or three subscripts. The f i r s t two are the i n i t i a l and
f i na l ionic charges of the pro ject i le . A th i rd subscript s igni f ies the
f i na l number of vacancies, v, in the target. I f one ignores K vacancies,
there are no vacancies from the Auger process, so v represents the number
of vacancies d i rect ly created by the co l l i s ion . The single-charge-transfer
cross section with v L-shell vacancies can be calculated in the impact-
parameter formalism, with the assumption that the transfer is to the
K-shell of the pro jec t i le , by Eq. (13) with QCK(B) replaced by
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This probabil i ty is given in the
IFPM by an expression (Becker 1984)
similar to that for the probabi-
l i t y , pK,L8~v(B), appropriate for

Ka sate l l i tes (Becker et a l .
1984c). Fig. 8 contains coupled-
channels values at E/A = 75 and
100 keV for a1Ov» v = 1,2,3, and
the i r sum,_cJip. The probabil ity

for v=0s PJi'1- (B) is essentially
K,L°

Fig. 8. Cross sections for the
electron-capture and direct iom'za-
t ion channels in H+ + Me c o l l i -
sions. The data and curves through
them are taken from Fig. 2a of
DuBois (1984). The open rectangles
give OHCE-IFPM-coupied-channels
values (Becker 1984). The
subscripts; are defined in the tex t .
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Fig. 9. L-shell vacancy probability
distributions at B = 6.33(ao/10) for
reactions involving single charge
transfer in H+ + Ne collisions at 100
keV. Shaded bars represent IFPM cal-
culations. Unshaded bars represent
the binomial distribution with the
IFPM value of PL (from Becker, 1984).
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Fig. 10. L-shell vacancy distri-
butions (integrated over the impact
parameter) for single charge trans-
fer in H+ + Ne collisions at 100
keV. Shaded, IFPM calculations
(Becker 1984); unshaded, binomial
distribution with the IFPM value of
PL-

zero in the IFPM (there is a very small contribution from transfer from the
K shell). Fig. 9 gives the binomial (SPM) and IFPM distributions at
B = 6.33 ao/10 and Fig. 10 shows the corresponding distributions after in-
tegration over the impact parameter. The Pauli correlations of IFPM permit
the suppression of the v=0 components, in agreement with experiment. These
measurements and IFPM calculations show for the first time a strikingly
non-binomial vacancy distribution explainable by Pauli correlations.

At 100 keV the IFPM cr1Ol
 and 01O2 are ™ almost perfect agreement with

experiment, but this agreement may be somewhat accidental because the IFPM
values at 75 keV are too high. The IFPM a103 is too high by a factor of ~3
even at 100 keV. It is a frequent failing of the IFPM that it overestima-
tes the probabilities of reactions producing many vacancies. At least part
of the reason (Becker et al. 1983,1984b) is that the IFPM employs for the
removal energy of v vacancies the sum of v first ionization potentials.
The actual removal energy for two or more vacancies can be considerably
greater. Fig. 8 also shows IFPM calculations (Becker 1984) of vacancy
production not accompanied by charge transfer, i.e. "direct" ionization.
These are also in fair agreement with experiment.
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Similar coincidence data for **Kc+ + Ne are given in Fig. 11, along
with IFPM calculations a t E = 400 keV (E/A = 100 keV/amu) for *He2+ + He.
The data for He+ at 100 keV are connected to the calculations at 400 keV
for He2+ by dashed lines to guide the eye. Unfortunately, our present
OHCE-coupled-channels computer programs may not be accurate for impact
energies very far below 100 keV/amu. Improved programs are being deve-
loped. The present IFPM cross sections do seem to represent reasonable
extrapolations of the data. For He2+ projectiles double charge transfer
has also been calculated (Becker 1984). The cross sections for both zero ;
and one L-shell vacancy are negligible. Thus, the vacancy distribution ;
deviates from the binomial even more than does the single charge-transfer
distribution.

In the IFPM one could calculate the multiple L-shell vacancy distribu-
tion for collisions in which there is a charge transfer to the K shell and
also a K vacancy. This would involve the number-exclusive probability

pK,K,L8-v
(B).

K,K,LV

In their coincidence experiment with He2+ + Me R0dbro et a l . (1979) dis-
tinguished the diagram Auger line (804 eV) from a satellite group (788 eV)
attributed to one L-shell vacancy. With L i 3 + the diagram line was barely
seen. I t would be a very interesting test of the IFPM to have experimental
L-shell vacancy distributions for these cases and for heavier projectiles.

This research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of
Basic Energy Sciences under Contract Ho. DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

ORNL-DWG 34-14(80
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Fig. 11. Cross sections for the electron-capture and direct ionization
channels in 4He+ + Ne (data of DuBois and Toburen 1983) and in HHe-+ + Nt
(IFPM-OHCE calculations of Becker 1984, f u l l t r iangles, at impact energy
400 keV). The dashed lines are l inear interpolations. Subscripts are
defined in the tex t , er is the free-electron production cross section.
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